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Abstract— Major aim of our research is the design and 
development of a system of an egg incubator. This system 
will capable for incubating egg and called by the system of 
Smart Egg Incubator. The Smart Egg Incubator System 
will fill-up by moisture/humidity and temperature sensors 
for measuring the state of incubator to vary by self to an 
appropriate state for eggs. For growth of the eggs embryo, 
the health of eggs is most essential. Inappropriate state 
denotes too high or low moisture/humidity or temperature. 
According to this research light warmer is used for 
providing a proper temperature to eggs. We can make 
sure the moisture/humidity and temperature’s normal 
state by use of controlled fan and water. The overall 
situation in Smart Egg Incubating System displays on a 
screen/LCD. A DC motor is used for rotating the steely 
rode at bottom side that changes the eggs position which 
makes sure those entire parts of eggs gaining proper heat 
of warmer. An integrated circuit is also used that is 
program embedded for controlling the whole elements. A 
type of microcontroller called Atmel controller which 
processes sensors sensed data and also performs control 
elements to modify Smart Egg Incubator System state. 
This research is an enough productive as this System is 
portable.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

First time in China a non-natural incubation were created, 
around 3000 years BC. Similarly in Egypt monuments erected 
4000 to 5000 years ago for non-natural incubation. Each 
manal comprises various number of incinerators that are 
heated by shriveled plummeting of camels. Alexandria, have 
capacity of ninety thousands eggs. The experts of this 
occupation transfer their expertise and concealments of 
family, from parents to children. At that time there is no test 
machines are used, the checking is done by eye and place eggs 
on way of a sunray. Temperature is assessed by interaction of 
shell by eyelid. The heat is eradicated as from 11th day which 

is life entering at defined time the shell. In malice of these 
elementary approaches, the outcomes of hatching process are 
outstanding as a whole, attainment 60 to 65 percent of eggs 
put in incubation.  

Egg incubation system is the developments which 
give prospect particularly for those whose have desire to be 
outstanding farming. This development use to promote egg 
incubation which nowadays exists in our markets. The system 
controlled moisture/humidity as well as temperature of the 
incubator for different kinds of eggs. The operation of eggs 
incubator is taking over animal activity to incubating the eggs 
till its hatching.  

In this research we build an effective incubating system 
controlled intensity of light, humidity/moisture as well as 
temperature. The proposed incubator will be able to incubate 
various types of egg.  

 
2. INITIATIVE 

The start of the project involved literature surveys in 
which a number of research paper were read to get an 
overview of  the work that has been previously done related to 
Egg incubation process. In order to carry forward the work a 
number of Farmers were met to have an idea about the 
Incubation Process. To make concepts more clear about Egg 
incubator a visit to the Farm house or industries was made to 
see everything in real and a demonstration of process of 
incubation was observed [5, 6, 7]. 
 

 
3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Incubating is a method of hatching bird’s eggs with 

growth of eggs embryo [8]. A most important aspect of 
incubating is a regular temperature that is necessary for their 
development in a particular period of time. Specifically in 
domestic bird, sedentary on eggs for incubating is known as 
breeding. The act or behavior propensity to sit on a grasp of 
eggs is known as breeding too. Mostly eggs lying breeding of 
chicken have this behavior selectively bred out of them to 
raise the growth [9]. In many species the heat of body of 
breeding parents gives regular temperature instead of using 
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geothermal heat, efficiently producing a huge manure heap. 
The moisture /humidity is precarious too as in case air is dry 
too then eggs will lose. Similarly abundant water in air makes 
hatching process hard and some time there can be no 
possibility of hatching [10]. 

 
4. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

 
4 A. HARDWARE USED 
 
4 .A.1: The MICRO-CONTROLLER  
 

AT89S52 is a special type of microcontroller that is a 
low-powered and a high performance CMOS 8bit with 8KB of 
in system programmed semiconductor storage. This device is 
made by the technology that is Atmel’s high density non-
volatile memory which is companionable with 80C51 
instruction set industry-standard with pin out. On chip Flash 
lets program memory to reprogram in system or through a 
traditional non-volatile memory programme. Through merging 
flexible 8bit CPU with in system programmable Flash on a 
monolithic chip. Atmel AT89S52 is an optimal 
microcontroller that gives extreme flexibility as well as 
nominal cost solution for various embed controlling 
applications [1]. 

The AT89S52 microcontroller offers optimal typical 
characteristics that are specifies below.  
Flash memory of 8 Kilo bytes with 256 bytes Random Access 
Memory (RAM). The 32 Input Output lines with a Watch-dog 
timer and three 16 bit timer/counters. Two data pointers, on-
chip oscillator, axis-vector two-level interrupt architecture, 
clock circuitry and a full duplex serial port [1].  

Moreover AT89S52 microcontroller is made up with 
fixed logic for operation down to 0 frequencies which are 
supports 2 software that selectable power saving states. Idle 
state discontinues the working of central processing unit and 
permits RAM, serial port, timer/counters as well as interrupt 
system for continuing operation. In case of Power down mode 
it keeps RAM data however freeze oscillator and inactivates 
the other chip operations till afterward interrupt occurs or 
resets the hardware. It is significant to pondering operations it 
would require to perform the selection of controller chip for 
tracking system. The operations comprise transforming 
analogue voltage from sensor circuits in to digital figures 
which can be used for comparison. Controller requires the 
capability for handling the inputting from user interfaces while 
outputting to a DC motor control circuit. These inputting and 
Output requires clarifications prior the controller is chosen. To 
handle the analogue to digital transformations, control chip 
need to be read four voltages concurrently and constantly that 
must be continues. The analysis shows that a suitable 28 
control chip, this microcontroller is the ideal choice. Its reason 
is that it can do all mandatory operations by just an only chip. 
This chip comprises an on chip analogue to digital converter, 
suitable programmable storage, sufficient I/O pins and five 
volts supplies. It is 100 nanosecond instruction executions (10 
MIPS) yet not hard to program CMOS FLASH based 8bit 

microcontroller package. Microchip's powerful designs in to a 
40pin pack which is companionable with AT89ASXX that is 
its advance, and therefore provides a unified migration route 
of software code to advanced level of hardware incorporation.  
      
           The AT89S5252 microcontroller is based on 'C' 
compiler that have a friendly development environment with 
256Bytes EEPROM Self-programming. It also have an ICD 
and two capture/compare/PWM utilities. These 
microcontrollers consist of eight channels of 10bits A/D 
converter. Its synchronous serial port is set by three wires 
Serial Peripheral Interface or two wires Inter Integrated 
Circuit bus and addressable universal asynchronous receiver 
transmitter. About all types of AT89S micro-controller are 
comprised of eight bit micro-controllers of RISC design class. 
Mostly AT89S architecture is reduced to a simpler item 
however it is still operating with same operations [1]. 
                The Harvard design is an innovative model than the 
traditional von-Neumann architecture. The design aimed of 
this architecture is for quick response and requirement of 
speeding up the jobs of a microcontroller. According to this 
architecture the data as well as address bus are distinct. 
Therefore flow of data is direct by CPU while address bus 
deserted. This high data flow highly effect the speed of 
microcontroller jobs.  Moreover it is for a minimum number of 
fixed length instructions. Hence an instruction is not to have to 
be eight bit words however for instructions it can use fourteen 
bits that permits for overall instructions to be a word 
instruction. The Micro-controllers that are Harvard 
architecture based are known as "RISC microcontrollers" 
while RISC is the abbreviation of Reduced Instruction Set 
Computers. Micro-controllers that are von-Neumann's based 
architecture are known as “CISC microcontrollers” while 
CISC is the abbreviation of Complex Instruction Set 
Computers. The RISC microcontrollers have compact set of 
instructions that are possibly 35 instructions in a cycle. In 
comparison with the Motorola’s and Intel’s microcontroller, 
this takes more than hundreds of instructions.  Its basic 
features can be simplifies as: 

i. It Separates data spaces and code (Harvard 
architecture). 

ii. The minimal number of permanent length instruction. 
iii. Maximum instructions are only one cycle execution 

as well as also one delay cycles on skips and 
branches. 

iv. All RAM operated as registers as source and/or 
destination of mathematics and other operations. 

v. Hardware heap for keeping the return address. 
vi. Very minimal number of addressable data storage 

that is usually 256 bytes which can be prolonged.  
vii. Data storage mapped CPU, the ports as well as 

registers. 
viii. Program counter is mapped too in to data store which 

is writ-able.  
 

We used AT89S52 microcontroller that has 40 pins. The 
AT89S52 Microcontroller composed of six components.  
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EEPROM, Program memory, PORT A/ B, RAM, CPU and 
free run timer. Its program counter is mapped too in to data 
store and writ-able.  

It contains 40 pins and every pin has it’s a particular 
significance. But we just justify for, pin 40 and pin 31 (VDD), 
that are connected to 5voltage. Pin 20 connected to ground 
(GND). For pin 18 (OSC1) and pin 19 (OSC2) that connected 
to oscillator. For other pins, we take point for input output. 
Major thing is that how we programed this AT89S52. Hence 
we used pins 6,7,8,9,10,11; and program is written in 
Assembly language. AT89S52 do in circuit programming. 
 
 
4B. SOFTWARE TOOLS: 
 
We have used the following tools for assessment 

• Proteus 
• keil 
• Geniusg540 

 
We will use simple device to monitor the temperature of 

system by using the lm35, the signal will be received by ADC 
which sends information to controller on the basis of that 
microcontroller switch on / off the ventilation fan, which will 
turn the eggs a little warm. Moreover LDR sensor will sense 
light intensity and transfer its information to controller, here 
controller will turn ON/OFF the light, were for humidity 
heater will be used which will be 1controlled through heater, 
All the information will be sent to the controller and will also 
be displayed on LCD [2]. 

 
Figure1: Block diagram of the proposed model 

5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
The simulation is done on the Proteus. 

 
5. PRODUCT MODULES 

 
Proteus Design Suite is Windows based application 

for the schematic capturing, simulating as well as PCB design. 
This can be bought in various configuration settings that 
depend on size of designing which formed and necessities for 
the simulations of microcontroller. 

 

Figure 1:  Circuit in ISIS Professional 

 
Figure 2: Running operation in ISIS 
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Figure 3: Working Condition to enter the 
temperature values 

 
While entering the temp it will start working directly. In this 
scenario the temp is Active Now and the others components is 
still Deactivate because we didn’t have any changes on it 
[3,4]. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Active Temp sensor in ISIS Professional 

 
In this case the figure clearly shows that there is a other 

component i.e  LDR Sensor which is also Active now .it 
means the light intensity during the incubation process is low 
or high it will start working .And it will normalize the 
intensity of light automatically during the process of 
incubation. 

 
 
Figure 5: Active Temp and LDR sensors in ISIS 
Professional 
 

In this case the Moisture sensor is Active now as we 
can see it clearly in the given figure. The moisture or soil 
sensor is active when the humidity level in the incubation 
process is low or high as the given limit of any specie egg 
.When the moisture sensor is active there is a ventilation fan is 

attached directly with it and it will start working until the 
moisture level will become normal in the incubator. 
 

 
Figure 6: Active Temp and Soil sensors in ISIS 

Professional 
 
MAIN CIRCUITRY 
 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

The project main goal was to design an Egg incubator that 
has included many different features i.e. different kind of 
sensors like temperature  ,moisture ,LDR sensors which sense 
the different conditions like (Temp, intensity of light, 
moisture) during incubation  process and automatically sets 
these conditions during the process of incubations  . We have 
designed the project to increase the amount of products from 
different species. A lot of accidents have occurred during the 
process of natural incubation so the project helps to maintain 
and improve program and infrastructure quality.  
 

7. APPLICATION OR FUTURE WORK 
 

Through proper implementation of this project, 
governments can improve program and infrastructure quality, 
increase information accessibility and use, with improved 
decision making application makes more interesting and 
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decreases overall cost of the application, so this kind of Egg 
Incubator System will fill-up demand of all kinds of industries 
wo basically deals with eggs. 
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